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AMBIEJR, OHIO, FEBRUARY 16, 1914

STANTON BANQUET
COMMITTEE

GLEE CLUB PLEASES

ACTIVE

AT PROM CONCERT

BEXLEY HALL WORK

NO.

8

PROM SUCCESSFUL

ADVANCES RAPIDLY

IN EVERY RESPECT

president Wilson, Andrew Carnegie, Annual Offering Reflects Credit Upon Improvements at
Seminary Watched Class of 1914 Closes Social Career
and All
of War
Leader's Methods and Efforts
With Interest as Interior Walls
in Elaborate
Dance-John- ston
to Be Guests of honor
-S- pecialties the features
Give Eorm to the Building
Furnishes Music

0

Ex-Secreta-

ries

Mid-Ye-

Ohio Society

of

New York and Union

League Club Promise to

Aid-G-

lee

Club May Be Used

(Special Correspondence to The Collegian)

Feb. 14 The President of the United States has been
formally invited to attend the
dinner in honor of Edwin M. Stanton to be given under the auspices of the alumni of Kenyon College at the Waldorf-Astorion
New York,

a

December 19.

Invitations have also been exTaft and
to Mr. Andrew Carnegie.
The
grand
of the Waldorf
has been definitely engaged for
the evening of December 19, the
of both the Ohio Society and the Union League Club
has been assured and the members
of the dinner committee will devote the next three months to the
actual planning of the dinner ittended to

ex-Presid-

ent

ball-roo- m

co-operati-

on

self.
These plans will
include arrangements for transporting the
entire Kenyon College Glee Club
to New York to provide the college music for the dinner. Your
correspondent saw Chairman J.
Townsend Russell of the committ-

ee Friday night, January 30, just
before he left for Europe for a
two months' trip,
lie urged the
Glee Club to lose no time about
starting to work for this occas- sion.
The success of the musical
part of the program," he said,
"will depend upon the Glee Club.
They must not fail us. They should
begin at once to choose their music and familiarize themselves with
it. I suggest that the leader go
carefully through the
and try each song, select a dozen
of the very best. Besides the regular college songs, special ones
will be written. They should also
prepare the Carnegie song that
iarle such a hit when he came to
song-boo-

k

Kenyon."
The

committee, including the
J. Townsend Russell, Bex-'e'93 ; Silas B. Axtell, '06, and
Mark Wiseman, '10, saw President
Wilson in Washington by special
Rftv.

y

(Continued on Page 8)

After a year of inaction the Ken
yon College glee club appeared on
the stage of Rosse Hall on the
evening of January 31, opening the
series of Prom events. The con
cert was a delightful one in every
respect. Aside from a few "ragged" spots here and there, there
could be found nothing which did
not reflect credit upon th var
ious members of the organization
and especially upon the perseverance and hard work of the leader,
Mr. Jenkins. The thanks of the
college is also due to Mr. Tunks
for his criticism and helpful advice.
The first

Bexley renovation continues to

well-know-

n

ed

Novel Decorations and Unique Light-

be a subject of interest in Gambier,
and to undergraduates of the college as well as to seminary students. It is the usual thing after

ing Effects Combine to Produce

morning service each Sunday to
see parties of students strolling up
the Path, past Ilarcourt, intent of
course upon an expert inspection
of the work of the past week.
The improvements have now
reached the stage where some idea
may be gained of what the new
Bexley will be. The strong interior brick partitions have reached
the roof, and their sturdy support
promises welcome relief from the
feeling of trepidation with which
one was wont to walk the creaking upper floors of the old building. It is said that these inner
brick walls will be capable of supporting the entire structure without any dependence upon the ancient outward and visible masonry.
The completion of this part of the
work makes possible an intelligent
appreciation by the layman of the
architects' plans, which are usually to be found conveniently at
hand. The general scheme is to
have all recitation rooms on the
first floor to the right of the entrance. To the left will be the
parlor and chapel. Second and
third floors will be given over to
bedrooms and individual study

As a result of three year's experience in the art of entertaining, the class of 1914 capped the
climax of their social career on

part of the program
was devoted to ensemble work.
Several numbers, consisting of
Kenyon songs and music of a
more or less popular nature, were
given in a spirited and pleasing
manner and several encores were
responded to. One of the best of1
these numbers was Kipling's "The
Gypsy Trail," a bit of chorus
work that embodies both melody
and weirdness without any of the
characteristics of the
gypsy music.
The remainder of the program
was made up for the most part of
musical specialties. The first of
these was a violin solo by Mr. L.
His rendition of Sir
B. Dobie.
Edward Elgnr's "Saint d 'Amour"
received merited applause. Messrs.
P. E. Thompson and S. P. Hall rooms.
The main interest of the visitor
were on hand with instrumental,
is
in the chapel and the parlor on
which
acts,
in
singing and dancing
first floor. The former is a
the
falsetto
"Tommy's"
narrow room, occupying the
long
advantage.
great
to
was heard
They were generously applauded western end of the building, with
and constituted one of the "hits" the altar in the north. To obtain
of the
of the evening. A song in Scotch greater height, the floor
of
level
below
the
will
be
chapel
dialect, followed by the Highland
be
will
rooms
and
of
the
rest
the
Mr.
fling, was very well done by
His costume reached by several steps descendA. R. McKechnie.
on ing from the hall. Bexley faculty
was something of a take-of- f
efand students will sit in the body
very
was
Harry Lauder and
of the room; visitors will be proconwas
program
fective. The
a balcony overlooking
cluded by two more chorus num- vided for in
the east. The parchapel
from
the
bers, followed by the "Thrill."
to the left
immediately
be
will
An informal dance followed the lor
anticipated
is
and
entrance
of
the
concert. A program of about ten
the general place of congre
dances was enjoyed. Good music as
for students and faculty
gating
was furnished by Mild's orchestra,
of course be a show room
will
and
of Mt. Vernon.
(Continued on page 2.)
(Continued on Page 7)
so-call-

ar

Well Nigh Ideal Ballroom

the evening of Monday, February
3, when the first Senior Prom
was held at Rosse Hall, About
sixty couples attended the dance,
which was undoubtedly superior
to any of recent years.
The usually bare gym was dec
orated in a decidedly effective
manner, and this factor contributed much to the enjoyment of the
evening. In this respect the credit is due entirely to Chairman Fred
J. Wonders, who prepared the
plan of decoration and did most
of the work. "Weary" was ably
assisted by Brower Murphy, 17, a
clever little electrician who certainly understands his business
and whose originality and ingenuity added much to the success of
the lighting effects. Alternate
transverse strips of maroon and
white crepe paper formed a false
ceiling and covered the walls,
while streamers of the same colors formed a canopy above the or
chestra on the stage. Two lateral
rows of
with each
bulb covered by a triangular transparency, furnished the soft glow
in which the happy throng
"
to the music of
Johnston's harmonists. Each transparency bore the football K, the
s
college
and the numerals of 1914, while larger illuminations presented Old Kenyon in
the moonlight, a shield superim
posed upon the word "Kenyon"
and the class symbols.
A huge
operated from the
stage, cast varying hues across the
hall, and the entire effect was one
of a moonlit evening.
On either
side of the stage a
furnished the chaperons with the
appurtenances of a rubber of
bridge.
The music was even better than
Eight pieces
anticipated.
of
drop-light-

s,

"Castle-walked-

coat-of-arm-

flood-ligh-

t,

cosy-corn- er
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Johnston's orchestra, under the
lead of the very versatile Mr.
Fischer, produced a quality of
melody hard to equal. Save for a
at the
few of the old favorites, only the
latest popular selections were included on the program, which
thirty-twdances.
numbered
Profiting by the mistake of a year
ago, the committee made special
arrangements for a predominance
of strings and reeds, with the brass
Choice of Meats at Regular
trombone and cornet
instruments
25c
Lunch
subordinated to proper minor
proportions.
Anything to Order
The programs were neat leather
booklets bearing the college seal
W. T. NEWSOM, Proprietor beneath a panel containing the
word "Kenyon," bound with
cords of the class colors. The patronesses were Mesdames Peirce,
Manning, and
Jones, Allen,
Luncheon was served
Weida.
in the balcony at two o'clock, and
a savory brand of punch, prepared by Sartoru Saijo of Bexley,
was ever conveniently at hand.
Dry Cleaning
The committee of seniors in
All the Latest Styles and Cloths. charge of the event was composed
of Fred J. Wonders, chairman,
Suits Made With a Guarantee
David W. Bowman, J. Ashton
Repairing and Pressing Neatly Gregg, Roger A. Houston, Wm. S.
Done
Jenkins and Carlton B. Rettig,
most of whom are veterans in point
Citizens Phone No. 59
of service on class dance commitResidence Phone No. 165
tees. The attendance was largely
from the men on the Hill, as comGambler, Ohio
paratively few alumni were present. At no time in recent years
has a larger proportion of the student body been present at a Ken-

LUNCH

Log Cabin Cafe

o

Chas. G. Singer

TAILOR

"Bob" Casteel
Has the

Barber Shop
for

yon prom.
The orchestra's labors ceased

at

but not until "Sherry"
Hall, '17, had added a few encores,
did the assembled dancers go
forth into the gray dawn. The
guests were :
Misses Frances Allen, Alice
Cobb, Marie Carroll, Charlotte
Ruth Foster, Evelyn Hiuni-stoGertrude Kauser, Margaret
Moore, Helen and Mildred Osborne, Mary Smith, Mary Sullivan, Dorothy Worthington ; the
Rev. Walter R. McCowatt, Bex.
Albert
'11, Fred G. Clark,
Weatherhead, of Cleveland.
Misses Raphaelia Foster, Nettie
Miller, Leona Thote ; Milner F. Little, '12, Phil P.. Stanbery, '98, of
Cincinnati.
Misses Ann Dameron, Rebecca
Myers, Ruth Seigrist; Thos. II.
and wife, of CoSheldon,
lumbus.
Miss Mary Kolabird, Walter T.
Collins, '03, Chicago; Miss Alice
Wright, Wallace II. King,
Lima ; Misses Loma Arndt, Helen
Cromley and Helen McNabb, Mt.
Vernon Miss Helen Hart, Mrs.
M. B. Tayler, Warren
Miss Annabel Bradstreet, Granville; Miss
Lillian Chenevert, Defiance ; Miss
Nettie Cole, Akron; Mrs. F. B.
Houston, South Charleston; Miss
Margaret Lynn, Springfield; Miss
five-thirt-

y,

out-of-tow-

n

Es-te- p,

Kenyon Men
A Neat Hair Cut
A Clean Shave
A Delightful Massage

Let "Bob" Do It.

Gambier Aseptic
Barber Shop

n,

Hair Cutting and Beard Trimming
a Specialty

9.

ex-'1-

face of beauty is a joy forever.
Try our famous Antiseptic
Massage. It preserves and beautifies the complexion and brings a
healthy bloom to your cheeks.
A

Tools and Towels Sterilized.

CANDYLAND

C. A. Kilkenny
Cigar Store

d

.

2.

The

"Armourer's Song"

from Robin Rood, De Koven
Mr. Sperry
3. (a) Arabesque ... Debussy
(b) Intermezzo, Emil Paur
(c) March of the Dwarfs
Grieg
Miss Shireman
CURTIS HOUSE BARBER SHOP
4. "Creole Love Song"...
Edgar Smith
A. WINELAND, Propr.
Miss Fleming
5. The "Rosary"
Public Square MT. VERNON, 0.
Ethelbert Neviu
Kenyon trade solicited.
Quartet
SECOND PART
"In a Persian Garden, Song
Liza Lehmann
cycle
(Words from the "Rubaiyat" of
Omar Khayyam)

........

ex-'1- 3,

ex-'0-

TIMOTHY HUNTER, Propr.

Irene Marsh, Nowalk; Miss Helen
Delicious Chocolates
Murphy, East Liverpool; Watson
G. Tapping, Pittsburgh; Mrs. F. and Bon Bons. Caramels, fmara
Nut
Opera
Sticks,
Wafers,
W. Gunther, Bellevue.
Candies, Marshmallows, Chocolate
Covered Cherries, Almonds and all
Beethoven Concert
good kinds of confectionery,
the
The last of the entertainments
furnished by "Candyland"
when
of prom week was a recital given
always
sure to be fresh, temptare
by the Beethoven Concert Comdelicious.
ing
and
pany of Mt. Vernon, a vocal quarAt Popular Prices
tet. Each of the singers and Miss
Helen Shireman, the accompanist, HOT AND COLD DRINKS
gave solos which showed their
Delicious Ice Cream and
abilities in the best possible manFruit Ices
ner and gave the audience a very
favorable impression. For a company of professed amateurs, the
MT. VERNON, OHIO
concert was a performance that
redounds highly to their credit
and at the same time thoroughly
appreciated by the entire audience. The selections were neither
too light nor too heavy, and were
arranged to give as much variation as possible. The first part of
the program was given over to
single pieces, some solos, some
quartets, while the last part was
"Persian
the now seldom-hearGarden" by Liza Lehmann, the
MT. VERNON.
peculiar oriental harmonies of South Main St.
which were in striking contrast
with the familiar numbers of the
first part. Miss Fleming and Miss
Shireman were the stars.
1.
"Gypsy Life".... Schumann Kenyon Men Welcomed
Quartet

;

;

5,

BEXLEY HALL WORK

Imported and Domestic
(Continued from Page 1)
for visitors. With wide open fireplace, high wainscoting and rich
oak finish the room will make a
specialty of comfort and charm.
and Perfumes
A notable achievement of the
last week or two has been the
raising into place of the massive
stone oriel window, just over the
main entrance.
This window
weighs several tons and the cost We are glad to have you call
will run into thousands of dollars.
for demonstration
It replaces the former window of
wood and will be the distinctive
architectural feature of the Bex-leto he new Bexley in modern
Pharmacy
comfort and convenience ; old
Bexley in tradition and picturPub. Sq.
MT. VERNON, 0.
esque charm of appearance.

Toilet Waters

y

Lawler's
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ICE CREAM

VISIT ONE OF BENEFIT

Home Made Candies
And

We serve all Hot Drinks

with

Give Us a

a

Ten-Stri-

at

ke

Trial

As jolly a monk as

Friar Tuck

tained Kenyon undergraduates in
many a day as convincing and
sincere a preacher as has ever occupied the chapel pulpit, Father
Harvey D. Officer visited the Hill
last week, and the success of his
stay in Gambier cannot be overestimated. By means of noon-datalks, personal interviews and
sermons of the highest rank, he
has accomplished what is to be
hoped will prove a lasting bene-

Where Sweetness Reigns

The Champion Steam
Dye Works

y

Expert Cleaners and Dyers

fit.

Father Officer is a member of

Steam Cleaning

and Dyeing

E. Gambier St.

13

Citizens' Phone

744-Gree-

n

MT. VERNON

i

the Order of the Holy Cross, a
monastic organization with headquarters at West Park, New York,
and his second visit to Kenyon
was arranged through the efforts
of Dr. G. F. Smythe and the
Brotherhood of St. Andrew.
Two remarkable sermons, delivered on Sunday, February 8.
won for him the respect and admiration of all who were so fortunate as to hear him, and a
adnoon-daseries of
dresses added much to the effecBut not
tiveness of his work.
until after a smoker in the Sterling Room, Tuesday night, February 10, was Father Officer
properly appreciated by the students.
On this occasion the pleasing
personality of the evangelist won
him a host of friends. After several college songs had charged the
smoky atmosphere with musical
stimulus, Father Officer consented
to execute a few selections on the
piano. Wagner's Pilgrims' Chorus, from Tannhauser, revealed the
man's skill in interpreting a classic, and a humorous Kipling song
brought to light the fact that he
could also sing. But when, with
"Lou" Dobie performing on the
violin, he tackled the wild Norwegian strains of Grieg, the coffee
while
cups were poised in mid-ai- r
marveled
the astonished beholders
at the mastery of technic displayed in this difficult selection.
The first and fourth movements
of the first Peer Gynt suite were
followed by the Allegretto and
Menuet from Haydn's Symphonie
Militaire, after which the monk
rendered a few quaint but pleasing nursery songs.
Father Officer as a college
evangelist is a distinct success
and far more effective than the
ten-minu-

Time Flies
Don't Wait,
Get a Pair of

Walk Over Shoes
TODAY

L. H.

JACOBS

GAMBIER,

0.

Martin's Store
Men's Furnishings
Wall Paper and Post Cards

Picture Framing a

Specialty-Leav-

e

your Pictures

S. R. MARTIN,
Phone

10

Prop'r.

te

y

(Continued on Page 7)

R.

L.

of

Mathews

College
Cho-

sen by Board as Manager

of Robin Hood's band as accomplished a musician as has enter-

Corner Gambier and Main

in Supply Room

Commons---

the Brotherhood Smoker

Mount Vernon
Candy Kitchen

Dry Cleaning,

SYSTEM OF CHECKING

rather Officer's Work Appears Installed

Lasting-Sco- res

Whipped Cream

Page Three
New Knit Vests, Mackinaw Coats,
Jerseys, Sweaters, Caps

High Grade Qualities
Our Only Standard
The Goods With the "Pep"

See the new things we have for
you.
A new regime was instituted at
Do you belong to the New Thing
the Kenyon Commons February Club 7
1 when Mrs. E. V. Molen retired
Our store is the Home Office
from the managership and was
succeeded by R. L. Mathews.
Mrs. Molen had very efficiently
filled the office during the trying
Good Clothes Shop
times of the Commons' first year
and a half and the institution 104 S. Main St. MT. VERNON, 0.

STAMM'S

passed into new hands in good
shape. So far the result under the
new management has justified the
confidence
generally placed in
Coach Mathews in anything he
undertakes. The one element necessary to complete success will be
hearty
between students and manager, and the manager is willing to meet them
more than half way.
The great problem at the Commons is to put up a satisfactory
meal and avoid a deficit, and at
the same time stick to the present low rate of board.
The difficulty of this can only be appreciated by one who haa gone over
the figures and realizes that after
paying employes and meeting all
overhead expenses, there is less
than fifteen cents per man per
meal left for actual food. The
first step of Mr. Mathews has been
to institute a rigid system of
checking in the kitchen and storerooms, which will prevent waste
and confusion in that department.
Everything will be done to run
the Commons on strict principles
of business economy, and it is the
belief of the new manager that
in such a way it can be made a
and even profitable institution.
A feature soon to be established
will be a suggestion and complaint box in which boarders are
invited to drop written hints or
kicks, and thus give the management a chance at least to understand the students' point of view.
To obtain consideration, all complaints or suggestions must be
signed by the writer.
Improvements that will be made
at once will be the putting up of
shades and curtains for the windows, and the provision of ashtrays for each table.
A suggestion on the part of the
manager to the students is that he
should be notified when visitors
are to be brought to the Commons
for any meal and especially that
due notice be given him when all
of the men from any one division
are to be absent at once, as is the
case when the men attend banquets or dinners together.
co-operati-

self-supporti-

on

"The Place that Brings You Back"

Ewing's Restaurant and
Lunch Room
Main and Front St.
MT. VERNON
Open All Night

Regular Meals 25c

SHORT ORDERS A SPECIALTY
Phone

663-Gree-

n

Eastman Kodaks
and
SUPPLIES

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
Prices Reasonable

ng

Allen's Drug Store
No. 8 S. Main St.
MT. VERNON, 0.

The Bakery
Noted for Its Eggs on Toast

Hot and Cold Lunch
Fancy Groceries
Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco
Student Supplies
JACOBS

& SNOW,

GAMBIER

Proprietors
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work later and did a
tors used the obsolete device of took up the
and creditable
successful
very
stereoptieon views, and their pic
of
it.
amount
tures, linked with the explanation
In consequence, there are in colthey gave thereof, reminded one
this year over a hundred men
of a favorite form of entertain- lege
of the eighty or so of
ment, popular some ten years ago. instead
A difference of twenty
Kenyon men do not want this last year,
may sound very inconsiderable,
sort of thing and they will not
in a college which does not
abide by it. Kenyon professors but
to be larger than a hundred
aim
will not endure it and yet hope
fifty, it makes a very great
and
fully wait for the next lecture with
Moreover.
indeed.
difference
the idea that it may be better.
College
Kenyon
from
delegates
Several professors no longer at
petitioned the Ohio Athletic Contend the lectures, unless the speak
permission to play
because, they ference for
er is
freshmen on athletic teams until
they "have been disap
say
W. W. SANT, '14
like.
the numbers had increased. This
N. R. H. MOOR, '15
majority pointed too much."
overwhelming
An
permission was granted us, for
F. E. THOMPSON, '15
AYhy is such a state ot altairs
gave the main reason for their
members of the Conference
R. A. BOWMAN, '16
the
Why is a good
choice as the size of the college; allowed to exist?
T. E. DAVEY, '16
confident that we would not
were
percent were attracted substantial fund so indiscrimi- abuse the privilege and that we
j. w. larcomb, '16
t
carelessly used? The
r. p. Mcdowell, '16
by the fact that Kenyon is not nate! v and
do our best to do away
W. W. ROACH, '16
change in affairs has would
a
for
Although these time
with the conditions that made it
W. b, SEITZ, '16
they come, before we are again com- necessary. Last year we took the
reasons
sole
the
not
were
Manager
and tired
were the dominant ones. Kenyon pelled to be bored
W. R. KINDER, '14
step and as a result there are
on "The first
lecture
illustrated
by
an
faculty,
Reporters
life, the distinguished
twenty-odmore men here than
S. J. DAVIES, H. M.
government and the honor Mammals of Patagonia" or the a year ago, or the college has
student
WJ KERBER, R. E.
a year is
are characteristics which like. One good lecture
per cent.
grown twenty-fivMORTON, P. W. TIMBER-LAK- system
a dozen
influenced a great many. Ath- infinitely preferable to
Let the good work be kept goJ. S. TROTTMAN.
letics brought but few, while the poor ones.
are not yet out of the
Alumni Editor
suggested ing. We
been
recently
A. L. BROWN, '06
has
was
It
ministry
the
enter
to
desire
rut by any means ; we are still gobe pursued ;
course
the
perlatter
Advertising
that
twelve
and
for
Subscriptions
responsible
solely
For
ing to play freshmen ; our number
Space address the Business Manager, cent.
The class owes the en- that a man of national prominence is still well below the hundred-and-fiftto deliver
Gambler, Obio.
trance of 1.73 percent of its mem- be secured every year
mark. The college has
the
copyright
of
the
address,
Bishop
an
from
descent
direct
we hope is in all re
to
a
bers
begun
what
and
Dollar
Subscription, One
come into possession of spects
a "boom," and we can not
Half per Year, in advance. ; Single Chase, the founder of Kenyon Col same to
the college. This address could afford to sit around and gloat
Copies, Fifteen Cents.
lege.
easily
then be published yearly by the over it until we have finished what
we
can
From these figures
Entered in the Postoffice at Gambler,
Kencollege and, if the right men were we began. Let President Peirce 's
of
foundation
Ohio, as Second Class Matter.
see that the
find a large
yon is the interest and activity of secured, would soon
plan be given a real tryout. There
From the Press of
be
would
who
readers
of
we
circle
that
them
to
is
alumni. It
can be no doubt that it is the best
The Republican Publishing Co.,
annual
these
to
forward
looking
enter
this
for
thanks
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
render
must
one available. It was not given
would not
ing class, but their efforts are Larwill Lectures. This
a proper chance last spring, and
February 16, 1914
productive only because of our only be more satisfactory to the yet the use of it during the sumrecharacteristic life and instruction. student body, but also would in- mer produced results that were
of
the
WHY THEY COME
benefit
the
to
greatly
act
ones
We of the present are the
not only gratifying but astonishTwo vital questions confront who are making it possible for stitution as a dignified means of ing. If Jupiter Pluvius will conevery college in existence, the those interested in us to succeed advertisement.
sent to hold off during the week
in
along
go
matters
as
long
As
responsibility
a
of Easter vacation, a great work
answers to which characterize the in their work
a stu
not
is
there
rut,
present
the
must
undergraduate
can be done, and it should be
individual institutions concerned. which each
does not sincerely wish
who
dent
done to put this college in a con
They are these: "Why do men share.
that the lake had been constructed. dition where we will have no cause
enter a particular college?" and
whatever to worry over numbers
"Why do they leave?" From ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT ANOTHER EASTER CAMPAIGN or to petition the Conference for
Some half dozen years ago,
the answers to these queries may
Last year there was inaugurated extensions of its rules. We want
to the college a
we are on our feet and
be deduced the nature and class there was donated
a campaign for new students. The to feel that
of ten thousand dollars by
fund
have to ask favors
not
do
we
eon
university
that
of the college or
II. Larwill of the class ot attendance here was so small that of anyone.
Joseph
sidered. Instilled in the mind of 1855. At the time, it was debated something radical had to be done.
every young man of this age is a whether the interest to accrue1 President Peirce came to the As
CHEAPER IN THE FINISH
desire for education. With some- from this gift should be used for sembly and propounded a plan by
What is the matter with the
thing less than five hundred rec- lectures or the principal serve as which the number of students in members of the sophomore and
Reminded at
ognized colleges and universities a foundation for the building of a the undergraduate
department freshmen classes?
Kenyon.
at
lake
probgreat
and
is
meetings,
a
country
Assembly
it
our
in
increased for the various
It was ultimately determined to might be much
respective divisions
their
lem for a man to decide which is
in
told
occas ensuing year. During Easter va
best fitted for him. First of im- adopt the former plan and
that a small assessment for the
college was to
portance in the choice is locality, ional lectures have been given cation each man in
Reveille is due, they sit back and
schools in
next comes character in the insti- ever since, supplemented every visit one or more high
shirk their responsibility. Every
city in which
tution, and after that minor de- two years with a formal academic the vicinity of the
one ought to realize that this as
view- he was staying, to talk person
this
latter
From
course.
items
important
sessment is important and must be
tails. Still other
a ally with as many of the members
been
has
foundation
the
great
point,
mpn
the
are
paid by every member of the two
in attracting
an of the graduating class as possi
former,
the
from
success;
real
students
and
alumni
of
numbers
lower classes.
part.
to pass out literature, and to
most
ble,
the
for
failure
college.
absolute
a
from
radiate
The plan was not devised in orwhich
Consider the situation this year. report to President Peirce what der that a few more speeches could
These forces are instrumental in
This would
lec- the prospects were.
bringing young men in touch With all due respect to the
be made in the Assembly, nor
had it not
out
carried
offerings
been
have
their
personally,
yet to enable a few of the underwith the institution and making a turers
have been in nowise entertaining ; been for an unprecedented flood, classmen to contribute to the editchoice possible.
impossible
In order to get at the bottom only partially instructive and in which effectually made
(Continued on page 8)
alumni
The
visi- any systematic work.
of this question here at Kenyon, a no respect interesting. Four

thorough canvass of all new men
The Kcnyon Collegian has just been completed, with tiie
Founded in 1855
following results:
entering men
Published every two weeks during
Of the
the collegiate year by the students of this year, sixty percent of them
Kenyon College.
were put in touch with Kenyon
(Member of the Ohio College Press
through alumni; sixteen percent
were acquainted with the college
and influenced to enter by the un
DAVID W. BOWMAN, '14
and twenty-fou- r
Editors;
dergraduates,
Junior
P. C. BAILEY, '15
percent were introduced to (jani-bie- r
K. W. CUSHING, '15
through the catalogue alone.
Associate Editors
many of these were incourse
Of
L. B. DOBIE, '14
fluenced later in many ways, such
D. H. HARPER, '14
'14
R. A. HOUSTON,
as alumni banquets, talks and the
fifty-eig-

Editor-in-chi-

ht

ef

.

'

.

well-know-

n,

forty-eigh-

co-educatio-

nal.
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TOLEDO ASSOCIATION

RESOLUTIONS PASSED

Holds Annual Reunion and Banquet

At February Assembly Endorse Stan-

and Entertains Prospective Stu-

ton Centennial Movement and

dents at Commerce Club

Pledge Students' Support

annual reunion and banquet of the Alumni Association of
Toledo occurred at the Commerce
Club on the evening of Monday,
January 19, when about twenty-fivKenyon men assembled with
a number of high school seniors

the usual ennui characteristic of the Assemblies held thus
far this year, the February session
failed to develop any excitement,
but the few measures considered
involved several important innovations.
The resolutions expressing cooperation and support for the
Kenyon-Stantocentennial movement, printed elsewhere, were
unanimously endorsed, and the
election of two delegates to an
intercollegiate conference of Ohio
institutions having a form of student
resulted in
the choice of President "V. V.
Sant and Mr. F. E. Thompson as
Kenyon 's representatives.
The
movement originated at Ohio
Wesleyan, and the letter of invitation designated February 13
and 14 as the dates of conferences
to be held at Delaware.
Mr. Goode's resignation as dormitory committeeman from the
sixth constitutional division was
rejected. The secretary's report
on the petition to the faculty, asking a holiday for Monday, February 23, divulged the fact that recitations will be suspended both on
that date and on Ash Wednesday,
February 25. In order that the
classes reciting on these holidays
may not fall behind those of the
alternate days, Monday's recitations are to occur on Tuesday,
while the classes regularly scheduled for that time are to be eliminated.
Mr. Crawford, 13, attended the
meeting and at the request of the
chair spoke on the value of a full
attendance at all Assembly sessions. "Clan" congratulated tho
undergraduates on the thriving
conditions existing on the Hill,
and urged that every student indulge in college activities for his
own training as well as for the
sake of the service he can render
to Kenyon.
Special Assembly
Extending the hope that at least
the musical clubs, if not the entire
student body, would be given
transportation to New York next
December, M. F. Maury, '04, addressed the Assembly at a special
meeting held Saturday afternoon,
February 7, on the subject of the
Edwin M. Stanton centennial dinner. Mr. Maury emphasized the
vital importance of
on the part of the undergraduates
with the New York committee,

The

e

as guests.

tables were decorated in
white, and during the
repast the songs of Kenyon were
Gen. J. Kent Hamilton
sung.
presided as toastmaster and gave
interesting reminiscences of bis
college days and of Kenyon men
who distinguished themselves in
the northern and southern armies.
The Rev. Geo. Gunnell responded
to a toast on "Church Colleges,"
after which Prof. Henry J. Eberth,
of the faculty of Scott high
school, spoke on the value of "The
Small College." The Rev. Louis
E. Daniels
discussed "General
Culture versus Mere Professional
Training," and the Rev. Robert
L. Harris gave a stirring address
on "The Democracy of Kenyon
and Her Great Men." Bishop Du
Moulin, in speaking on "The
Spirit of Kenyon,"
contrasted
the university with the small college.
"In the former," he remarked, "the man goes through
the college, while in the latter the
college goes through the man."
Addresses were also made by
Frank A. Kapp, the Rev. Aaron
E. Jones,
Jay Lockwood and
The

mauve and

others.
Those
Chase,
Daniels,
Moulin,
Wm. J.

present were Evan M.
the Rev. Louis E.
Bex. '02, Bishop Du
Henry J. Eberth, '89,
the Rev.
Finlay,
Geo. Gunnell, Gen. J. Kent Hamilton, '59, The Rev. Robert L. Harris, '96, the Rev. Aaron E. Jones,
Bex. 12, Prank A. Kapp,
ex-'1-

3,

ex-'0-

8,

ex-'0- 9,

Jay

C.

Lockwood,

ex- - '04,

Chas. B.

11, Harold A. Sparks, ex-'1the Rev. Edwin W. Todd,
Bex. 11, John H. Villwock, ex-'0Walter Faben, Frank and Leland
Senft,

3,

6,

Gunn,

Harold Ilohly, Pierre
Johnson Shearer, James
Spafford, Harold Stevens.

Mc-Brid- e,

The Rev. Maxwell
has been selected as

Ganter, '04,
rector of St.
Ignatius' Church, N ew York, a
prominent post, especially in view
of the fact that he has been but
four years in the ministry.
Ralph S. Merriam,
is in
the automobile business in
ex-'1- 4,

"With

n

self-governme-
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STIRES PRIZE DEBATE

ADVANCE OF SEASON

Scheduled for Monday Evening, Feb
ruary

23--Mexi-

Shows Marked Improvement in
ketball

Intervention

can

Victor

Team-Mi- ami

Close Prom Game,

the Problem to Be Settled

33-3-

Bas-

in

0

"Too soon after examinations"
Mexican
question will
is the only alibi that can be ofdoubtless be settled and the "Wilr
fered for the defeat by Miami on
son administration given a few
Friday, January 30 ; the score was
pointers on Monday evening, Febj-ruar- 33 to 30. The game was fast and
23.
The occasion will b exciting, and not until the final
the annual Stires debate betweerl whistle blew could the winner be
Clements featured
the Philo and Nu Pi Kappa literj-ar- determined.
The

y

y

societies, on the question of
on the part of thi
United States in the Mexican
muddle.
Philo, with the affirmative, was
first in the field with a team composed of Messrs W. W. Sant, W.
C. Seitz and D. W. Bowman, with
B. II. Steinfeld acting as alternate.
Representing Nu Pi Kappa are
Messrs. C. T. Hull, W. II. Estes,
W. W. Roach and C. K. Loomis.
in-terventi-

on

Under normal conditions the debate would be held on February
22, but as it falls on Sunday this
year the next day will be taken,
and the faculty has granted Monday as a holiday.
The Stires debate originated
about six years ago as the result
of a gift of the Rev. Ernest M.
Stires of New York. It provides
two prizes, the first of thirty-fivdollars and the second of fifteen.
e

and intimated that the Glee Club
"regular" trip on a
A
special train next winter.
the
authorized
motion
unanimous
chair to appoint a committee of
three to draw up suitable resolutions of endorsement.
would get a

RESOLUTIONS
Unanimously Passed by the Kenyon College Assembly, Feb-

ruary 9, 1914:
Resolved, that the Kenyon

Col-

lege Assembly give its hearty supin every
port and
York
New
the
to
possible way
artheir
in
Association
Alumni
co-operati-

on

rangement for the proposed celebration of the hundredth 'anniversary of the birth of Edwin M.
Stanton.
Further, that the Assembly express to the committee and to the
its sincerest thanks
Association
and appreciation of their generous offer.
Be it further resolved, that a
copy of these resolutions be spread
on the minutes of the Assembly,
and a copy sent to the committee
in charge.
(Signed)
II. L. GAYER
F. E. THOMPSON
P. A. McCAUGHEY

for Kenyon while Pierce was Mi
ami's best bet.
Pos.
Miami
Kenyon
R. F.

Kersting

Clements
L. F.

Schafer

Minnich
C.

Pierce

Snyder, Shireman
R, G.

Cartwright

Steinfeld
L. G.

Levering
Clements 7,
Schafer 3, Shireman, Prosser.
Miami, Kersting 3, Minnich 4,
Pierce 4, Cartwright 2, Levering.
Foul goals Schafer 6, Kersting 5.
Mt. Vernon Y. M. C. A.
The day following the Miami defeat, Kenyon overwhelmed the Mt.
Vernon Y. M. C. A. team by a
score of 60 to 28. Clements and
Schafer did the best work, contributing between them forty
points of the sixty.
Kenyon 47, Capitol 37
Excellent team work and passing combined with good shooting
of baskets enabled Kenyon to win
over Capitol University on Saturday, February 7, by a score of 47
to 37. Clements and Schafer were
a whirlwind combination, while
the work of Steinfeld and Tasman also deserves mention. Pert-ne- r
did the best work for Capitol.
Capitol
Pos.
Kenyon
R. F.
Pilch
Clements
L. F.
Renter
Schafer
Prosser, Tasman
Goals

Kenyon,

C.

Pertner

Snyder, Shireman
L. G.

Pflueger

Steinfeld
R. G.

Rickert
Tasman, Prosser
ClemField Goals Kenyon,
ents 6, Schafer 8, Snyder 3, Steinfeld, Tasman 3, Prosser. Capitol,
Pilch, Renter 8, Pertner 2, Rick-erSchafer 3,
Foul goals
Pertner 13.

t.

is atDon L. Bramble,
tending Bliss Commercial College,
ex-1- 6,

Columbus.

Marion E. Sykes,
selling Gold Medal flour
Troy as headquarters.
ex-1-

3,

is

with
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Announcements by the Coach
Coach Mathews has made several announcements recently that
The
will be of interest to all.
most important perhaps is concerning the establishment of an
basketball league,
for the winning team of which the
coach will offer as a prize a large
Any number
blanket pennant.
each difrom
enter
may
of teams
each
played
be
will
games
vision,
particiregular
and
m.,
4
p.
day at
pation in these games will exempt
freshmen and sophomores from
any further gymnasium work. Announcement is also made that boxing, wrestling, or basketball, later
work and baseball,
as substitutes for
offered
may be
work.
gym
regular
The coach issues a call tor
candidates for the baseball
team to report to him at once.
These men will work out three
times a week from now on. Candidates for the high jump, broad
jump and weight events are also
to report immediately. Tennis
practice will be started under the
supervision of Coach Mathews a
soon as weather permits. A new
feature of Kenyon athletics will
be the institution of spring football practice.
inter-divisio-

cross-countr-

n

the greatest of all tobacco names!
You remember the fellow who wrote home, and
wishing to briefly state affairs said, "Im sitting on
leather these daysl " However, if you desire to convey to some friend a very high degree of contentment
and satisfaction, you simply say, "Im smoking Velvet!
Every man who smokes Velvet realizes that there
is nothing better. The big sales of Velvet have not
been brought about by advertising, but by the friendly
word of Velvet smokers.
Get in the circle
with these
-I
1
'

y

Football Schedule
A tentative football schedule for
1914 has been completed by
Coach Mathews, and while no authentic report is obtainable- at this
time we predict the ratification of
the dates submitted.
Heidelberg opens the season in
a practice game on Benson Field,
September 26, and the Reserve
contest follows at Cleveland a
week later, October 3. The presence of this battle in an early position on the program is a commendable arrangement and gives
Kenyon an opportunity hitherto
denied. Wittenberg comes here
October 10 and Cincinnati will be
met in the Queen City on the fol
lowing Saturday.
The University of Akron, for
merly Buchtel, is to be the oppon
ent of October 24, the game to be
staged in the home of inner tubes
and "white hopes". Wooster meets
Kenyon at Wooster October 31,
and the Case game comes off in
Cleveland November 7. Muskin
gum meets Kenyon in Gambier a
week later, and negotiations are
under way to play Hiram at Mt.
Vernon November 21.

V

C7-

Dat-ter- y

.1

V

,

,FR,.n

a p p y

fellows.
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Th ey

knowl
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THE
SMOOTHEST
TOBACCO

'f"fl

'

It

10c

Tins

-

Handy 5c. bags
or one pound
Humidor Jars:

For Purity of Speech
The Rev. A. W. Snyder
The Rev. Albert Whitcomb Sny(The Atlantic City high school
der, ex-'6died at his home in authorities have placed a ban on
Elmhurst, New York, Tuesday, slang phrases, such as "I should
February 3, after a short illness. worry.")
He was seventy-on- e
years of age.
Mr. Snyder was born in Lisbon, Gc to it, Prof
stuff
the low-broall
be
New York, April 8, 1842. His
canned!
Should
early education was obtained at Us for the Addisonian guff
Let slang be banned!
Racine College, and he entered
Kenyon with the class of 1865 for
a special course. His divinity work I hate old scout, this is no kid
A sloppy trope;
was done at Nashotah Theological
Seminary, and he was made a I love the stunts that Dryden did
He pulled some dope !
deacon in 1867. The same year he
priest.
became a
His clerical To elegance I lift my lid
Down, Ade
Up, Pope
career began in Chicago, where he
founded Calvary Church, and his
later parishes were at Green, N. We have a language that's a
Y., Rockford, HI., Saco, Me., Lepeach ;
high University, where he was
Let's keep it so
chaplain, Wellsboro, Pa., Augusta, I'm nuts about our classic speech
Me., and Woodside, N. Y.
You get me, bo?
The deceased married Miss Joseof The argot of the street and slum
phine M. Smith, daughter
Major Henry Smith of the regular
(You grab me, Steve?)
army, January 6, 1875. His widow Soon puts a language on the bum,
and two children survive him.
While purists peeve
He was the author of many theo- I worry, Prof I worry some ;
5,

!

w

!

!

!

Mrs. Helen Lang
Mrs. Helen Lang, widow of the

late Benjamin S. Lang, professor
of mathematics and civil engineering at Kenyon from 1855 to 1867,
died at Ottumwa, Iowa, January
13. She was the daughter of Professor Thrall of the chemistry department and was about ninety logical tracts and was widely
known among church circles.
years of age.

!

I grieve

!

I grieve

!

New York Sun.

Contributions Continue
treasurer, Dr. L.
B. Walton, acknowledges the receipt of donations from the following alumni, whose checks have
recently arrived:
G. II. Buttolph, '92.
The Assembly

The Rev. J. K. Coolidge, '02.
V. A. Coolidge, '09.
A. D. Farquahar, '10.
The Rev. R, L. Harris, '96.
Dr. J. A. McCorkle, '08 A. M.
Dr. J. A. Nelson, '98.
The Rev. J. T. Russell, Bex. '93.
L. A. Vaughn, '04.

"Oh,

what's your
like?" I asked,

room-mat-

e

His countenance grew overcast,
Then came his answer, piping hot,
"Oh, blamed near everything

I've got!"

Ex.

Wise Gent I saw Edith getting into her new Flanders this
morning.
Utter Nut What are flanders?

Harvard University has
lished a chair of
History. Ex.
Latin-America-

n

estab-
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HOLD FAST
to that which is good,

Spitzer's Shoes
and ye shall receive your

reward,

Footwear
Satisfaction

GLEE CLUB PLEASES

VISIT ONE

(Continued from page 1)
The program and personnel of
the glee club follow :
1. A Song
of
College
Days
Adams
2. Only Waiting
Briggs
Glee Club

Take Me Back
Berlin
Wonderful Dream Girl
Schertzinger
Mr. Thompson and Mr. Hall
5. The Scissors Grinder. .
Flemish Folksong
3.
4.

Glee Club
6.

MOUNT VERNON
1

1

I Love A Lassie

.... Lauder

Mr. McKechnie
7.

The Monkey Said to the
Chimpanzee
Gaul

8.

Salut d 'Amour

9.

Mr. Dobie
The Gypsy Trail

South Main Sheet

Glee Club
Recent Alumni Visitors
F. W. Alden, ex-'95.

M. H.

Baker,

ex-'0- 9.

D. W. Beggs, ex-'0D. L. Bramble, ex-'1A. L. Brown, '06.
W. II. Brown, '06.
8.

10.

6.

F.

Clark, ex-'1S. S. Clark, ex-'1J. R. Claypool, ex-'1A. B. Cook, ex-'1J. D. Cook, '12.
Clan Crawford, '13.
F. V. Cuff, ex-'1Samuel Cureton, '09.
G. D. Curtis, '80.
H. K. Davies, '08.
W. M. Dorsey, '69.
H. A. Dunn, ex-'1H. M. Eddy, '07.
The Rev. A. L. Fraser, '80.
G.

3.

5.

4.

6.

5.

2.

D. R.

Fish,

ex-'1- 5.

E. Fullerton, ex-'1D. G. Gayle, ex-'1J. E. Good, '84.
J. W. Hamilton, '06.
G.

1.

0.

P. V. Hann,
G. T. Harris, ex-'1R. R. Harter, '12.
J. A. Higbee, '01.
H. N. Hill,
F. 0. Humberger, '03.
H. S. Johnson, ex-'1W. T. Kinder, '11.
W. H. King,
ex-'1- 0.

4.

ex-'8-

7.

3.

ex-'1- 5.

G. C.

Lee, '06.
M. F. Little, '12.
M. F. Maury, '04.
F. A. McElroy, ex-'0-

9.

R. S. Merriam, ex-'1R. J. Morehouse, ex-'1J. A. Morton, ex-'1J. D. O'Ferrall, ex-'1E. M. Peake, ex-'1C. D. Rarey, ex-'l- l.
R. R. Reeves, ex-'04.

3.

2.

4.

1.

Elgar
(Kip-

ling)
Galloway
Here's Love and Success
Graff-Bal- l
to You

Glee Club
R. A. Bowman, T.
E. Davey, S. F. Hall, F. E. Thompson .

First tenor

Second tenor

P.

C.

Bailey,

G.

W. Baker, C. A. Carr, R. D. Nicholson, E. O'Rourke, P. E. Twigg.
First bass F. R. Cross, J. A.
Gregg, D. II. Harper, W. S. Jenkins, P. Porter, II. B. Smith, D. II.

Wattley.

5.

-

9.

-

3.

ex-'1- 5.

ex-'1- 4.

-

2.

Of

BENEFIT

S. R. DOOLITTLE

(Continued from page 3)
average worker in this field. DeGENERAL MERCHANDISE
spite his strange garb he has won
the esteem and admiration of the
students, and his brilliant schol- Kenyon Views and Post Cards
arly attainments make him an inspiring comrade. His advice is
sound, his addresses logical and his
personality one well suited to his
work among college men.
His
visit has been profitable and enjoyable to Kenyon students, and
Hardware
it was with hopes of a speedy return that the college bade him
farewell.
Chase Ave.
Gambier

Fancy Groceries

New Books in Library
Choate; The Two Hague Conferences.
Doyle; General Steuben.
Tyrrell; Essays on Greek Literature.
Cleveland and Powell; Railroad
Finance.
Beard; The Supreme Court and
the Constitution.
Cunningham; Outlines of English Industrial History.
British Cathedrals (illustrated).
Hagerty; Mercantile Credit.
Henderson ; Symbol and Satire
in the French Revolution.
Michael Kelley's Reminiscences.
Gooch; History and Historians
in the Nineteenth Century.
Boissier; Roman Africa.
Alexander; Political History of
the State of New York. Three vol-

Second bass D. W. Bowman, H.
M. Fraser, W. C. Gilger, E. H.
Gunther, A. R. McKechnie. D. umes.

Worthingtou.
Leader, W. S. Jenkins. Accompanist, K. W. Gushing. Violinist,
L. B. Dobie.

Changes on the Hill
With the opening of the second
semester occurred a number of
changes in the personnel of the
student body, with several new
faces in the chapel. Ed Graham
and "Bob" Queisser, a pair of
popular sophomores valuable on
the gridiron, are among the missing ones. Robert A. Cline, '15,
has returned to Cincinnati, while
Andrews, '16, has also withdrawn.
Morgridge, '17, has entered 0. S.
U. Fred Dechant, '16, is back after a semester's absence. The new
freshmen are William T. Bland of
Kansas City, George W. Gill of
Chicago, Homer W. Johnston of
Bellevue and Frederick S. Weida
of Gambier.

9.

P. Roe, ex-'1L- H.
Russell, '11.
T. H. Sheldon, ex-'0G- G.
Skiles, ex-'1M. E. Smith,
A. M. Snyder, '85.
W. L. Thompson,
L. A. Vaughn, '04.
R. A. Weaver, '12.
J- A.
Wickham, '13.
R. T. Young, ex-1A.
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has
Clarence C. Childs,
at
coach
been elected as football
at
located
Indiana University,
from
graduated
He
Bloomington.
Yale in 1912, won his football letter there and later became track
captain. Childs was a member of
the American team that won a
majority of the track events in
the Olympic games at Stockholm
and coached Wooster last year.
ex-'0- 9,

Your Spring Suit
Will be carefully tailored
over the most exclusive
English Models, from our
most recently imported
woolens, and richly lined
with silk at Twenty-fiv- e
Dollars and upward, by

The Bond Street English

Clothiers
MR. FISKE will call on you.

Bergson ; The Mediaeval Church
Architecture of England.
Allen.
Johns; Ancient Assyria.
Ripley; Railroads, Rates, and
Eden; Ancient Painted and
Regulations.
Stained Glass.
Lamed ; History for Ready RefSmithsonian Reports ;
1882,
and Topical Reading. 1892, 1893, 1894.
erence
Seven volumes.
Proceedings of the United States
Jackson ; Byzantine and Roman National Museum, 1891-6- ,
1898,
esque Architecture. Two volumes. 1900. Nine volumes.
Classen (translated by Hall;)
Quantitative Analysis by Electro
The Rev. Hugh Magniire
lysis.
The
Rev. Hugh Maguire, of the
Mulliken ; Identification of Pure
of
class
1871, died in Brooklyn, N.
Organic Compounds. (Vols.
Y.,
Thursday,
January 22, at the
of
the
Browning; A history
sixty-ninof
age
The deceased
volumes.
Two
Modern World.
was
in
born
Ireland
and came to
Agnosti
and
Naturalism
;
Ward
this country about fifty years ago.
cism. Two volumes.
Shuckburg; The Histories of He entered Kenyon in 1867 and
was given the degree of A. B. in
Polybius. Two volumes.
1871.
He studied for the minisPrinciWhitehead and Russell ;
Union Theological Semtry
the
at
volumes.
Two
pia Mathematica.
New
in
inary
York and although
OrganiCorporate
Conyton on
a
originally
Presbyterian
he enProcedand
(Principles
zation
Episcopal
the
church
tered
and
ures).
was made a deacon by Bishop PotHalliday ; Greek Divination.
Fullerton; The World We Live ter in 1882. A year later he was
ordained to the priesthood by
In.
Bishop Randolph.
New
The
Studies;
Mr. Maguire was for a time the
Realism.
at St. George's, New
assistant
and
Spain
in
Art
Dieulafoy;
York, and later became rector of
Portugal.
He
Baltimore.
St. Stephen's,
Hourticq ; Art in France.
then removed to Brooklyn, and
De Constant; Les Etats-Unihis last years of active work were
Sharp ; Summer in a Bog.
spent in the diocese of Harrisburg
versus
Strong; The Church
(Pennsylvania).
Christianity.

Slattery; Alexander Viets

I.-III-

Gris-wol- d

.)

e.

Co-operati-

ve

s.
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STANTON BANQUET COMMITTEE

(Continued from page 1)
appointment on the morning of
January 26. The appointment was
made through the kindness of Senator W. Atlee Pomerene of Ohio,
who also accompanied the committee to the White House and presented them to the President.
Chairman Russell outlined the
plans of the committee to President Wilson and invited him to be
one of the guests of honor. The
President was most cordial in his
reply, assuring the committee that
he would take the matter under
advisement. It was too early for
him to give a definite acceptance,
he said, as numerous situations
might arise which would make it
impossible for him to be present.
"It would be rather a formidable occasion, too," he said, smiling, "and I should have to re
read my own history again if I
were to make an address upon the
subject of Edwin M. Stanton."
The outline of the dinner plan
given to President Wilson included invitations to Secretary oi
War Garrison and to all the livJames Don
ing
Cameron, Robert T. Lincoln, Elihu
Root, William II. Taft. Luke E
Wright, Jacob M. Dickinson and
Ilenrv L. Stimson.
The committee were introduced
Taft by letter from
to
private secretary.
his former
Charles D. Ililles, chairman of the
Republican National Committee.
As it happened. Mr. Ililles was
present at the interview, which
took place in the home of Henry
W. Taft, 36 West
street, and aided the committee in
laying their plans before Mr. Taft.
"I have never been to a dinner,
so of course I don't know anything about them," he laughed.
He was much interested in the
plan to have the present Secretary
of War and all the living
at the dinner and went
through the entire list from Stan,
ton to Garrison to see who were,
living. He said that he did not
make up his schedule for the
winter until about September and
asked the committee to write to
him at that time. Unless something unforeseen happens, the
committee believes itself warranted in expecting his acceptex-Secretari-

ex-Presid-

"Vantage in"
Yes, it happened only a few years ago we
had made a choice cigarette purest and
finest of tobacco Fatima Cigarettes.
We decided to first place it on sale in college
towns. What happened, you know a popularity that grew by leaps and bounds and
smashes and today the biggest selling cigarette in the country
Championship quality
20 times
Plain package good tobacco
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and most influential clubs in New ton dinner should draw together
the
consideration shown by the Ohio York. President Fairchild asked Kenyon 's alumni from every part
Society in placing their big an- that he be put down as a subscrib- of the United States. It will be
nual dinner on January 16, 1915. er and told Dr. Russell that the an occasion which ought to in
man to
in order not to interfere with Hie members of the club would enthu- spire every loyal Kenyon
way
every
in
committee
the
aid
of
support
efforts
the
siastically
dinner. As this
greatest
it
the
make
possible
to
Ken
make
the
to
committee
the
society held their 1913 dinner on
dinner one of the larg Kenyon event in the history of the
the night of December 20, it was
important affairs of college."
most
est
and
to be expected that they would
in this city. The
held
ever
kind
its
choose the corresponding night,
brought
formally
be
will
matter
dinCHEAPER IN THE FINISH
December 19, for their 1914
in the fall.
early
club
the
before
ner. When they heard of the plans
The committee does not want
of the Kenyon alumni, however,
(Continued from Page 4)
go forth that
they voluntarily offered to post- the impression to
dinner is to be given ing of the annual, but it was in
pone their dinner. They assured because the
in New York City it is to be un order that the expense would de
the committee that many members
der the auspices of the New York volve, not upon a single class,
of the Ohio Society would be glad
Alumni alone. On the contrary, but on all classes, the juniors, how
ance.
to come to the Kenyon-Stantoit is intended to be the result of ever, bearing one half and the
An invitation to Andrew Carne- dinner and offered the use of the
of the entire remaining classes the other half of
gie, who endowed for Kenyon the Ohio Society rooms at the Wal- the
In the the total expense. The plan is a
college.
of
body
the
alumni
chair of economies and political dorf for the purpose of the com
is good one and deserves a thorough
of
Chairman.
"This
the
words
science in honor of Stanton, was mittee.
trial. Every member of the two
preopportunity
greatest
ever
the
written by' Chairman Russell and
SamMr.
natunder classes should take this matKenyon
and
Russell
into
bring
to
Chairman
sented
delivered in person by Mr. William
Stanton said ter seriously. Do you want three
uel Fairchild, president of the ional prominence.
TTawk, former president of the
New
York,
of
Club
entirely to assessments of $1.50 each and a
League
success
owed
his
he
Union
personal
Ohio Society and intimate
A celebration junior assessment of $10, or a
Kenyon College.
friend of Mr. Carnegie. The ans- conferred upon the matter of the
which honors him cannot, there- single assessment of $25 in your
wer to this letter is expected in a support of the club for the
dinner. The Union fore, but honor the college which junior year? "You have heard
day or two.
the evidence, now judge!"
him. The Kenyon-StaThe committee are much grati- - League is one of the largest and produced
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